Finally a better option!

[ No local loop fees, taxes or intro rates ]
[ Free Installation, usually within days ]
[ Replace primary links or use as a backup ]

WiMAX Business
Internet Access
from AzulStar delivers carrier-class
performance and reliability, up to half off our
competitors’ rates. We use our own licensed
spectrum WiMAX network to deliver service
without relying on the phone company,
so you get more value for less cost. We
guarantee our uptime and port speeds; there
are no hidden fees; and installation is free,
usually within a few days. Use AzulStar as
your primary connection up to 1GB or as
a Hot-Backup that will keep your business
running smoothly even when your existing
service goes down.

BUSINESS WiMAX OFFERS

(616) 842-2763

T1 • Plus

T3 • 10M

T3 • 100M

Bandwidth (down/up)

5M / 1.5M

10M / 10M

100M / 100M

Uptime Guarantee

>99.99%

>99.995%

>99.995%

Primary Link [$/mo.]

$239.95

$949.95

$3,699.95

Backup-only Link [$/mo.]

$199.95

$599.95

$2,599.95

•
•
•
•
•
•

Carrier-class business Internet connections up to
1 Gbps at down-to-earth prices
Privately owned, licensed spectrum, fixed WiMAX
(802.16) network with AES encryption
Useful as lower-cost primary Internet Service or
as a fully redundant hot-backup (no downtime)
Guaranteed uptime and port speeds (Service
Level Agreement)
No hidden fees or intro rates
Free, timely installation

Business WiMAX Service
Faster Install Times

Scalable Service

Business-Class Services

Traffic Prioritization and QoS

Typical installations occur within 1-2 weeks of
an order being placed and are completed at no
charge to customers.
We provide our business customers with
>99.99% guaranteed uptime and 100% port
speed along with a wide range of services such
as Public IPs, managed on-campus Wi-Fi and
inter-office private LANs.

Service is available up to 1 Gbps full-duplex and
beyond, often in remote areas. Speeds often can
be scaled with just a phone call.
Mission critical services such as voice and video
will always run smoothly due to our network
capacity and intelligent traffic management,
which provide full quality of service and
end-to-end traffic prioritization.

Frequently Asked Questions
Why is AzulStar internet so affordable?
Our wireless network has been engineered to circumvent all wired Telco infrastructure, and we
own and manage the entire network end to end. We achieve substantial savings that we pass
along to our customers!

What is Fixed WiMAX?
Fixed WiMAX is a Fourth Generation wireless data network designed to deliver ultra-fast,
secure Internet connectivity over long distances (up to 30 miles) and at speeds beyond 1 Gbps.

How are customers connected?
Customers are connected using one or more wireless modems which are professionally
installed on the rooftop at no charge. Ethernet is then run from the modem to the customer
router or data center.

What about interference?
AzulStar’s WiMAX network operates using FCC-licensed frequencies which are not subject
to interference. Redundant paths and links further increase speeds and reliability.

Is WiMAX service reliable?
Yes. Our network is designed for >99.995% reliability. When engineered properly, a WiMAX
network will exceed the uptime of wired networks due to fewer points of failure and battery
backup at all points of the network.
About AzulStar: Established in 2003, AzulStar Inc. is a privately held provider of 4G and 5G wireless Internet and communications services to
commercial and government customers. Leveraging open-standards, wireless technology and an all IP wireless architecture, AzulStar delivers
unprecedented levels of broadband performance and reliability. AzulStar has pioneered the market for wireless broadband access and won awards
for the company’s innovation and service quality. With carrier-class networks in the top markets of Michigan and New Mexico, AzulStar offers a
variety of high-value services including high-speed Internet Access, managed wireless networking, and intelligent transportation.

Learn more online at www.azulstar.com. 1-877-Azulstar
AzulStar Headquarters: 1051 Jackson Suite D Grand Haven, Michigan 49417

